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Your organization has embraced shorter release cycles, team estimation and continuous 
integration – here and there. How do you mount a program of related software work without a 
monumental meltdown? 

 

 

 

 

How Agile Can Help 

The project manager whose office has become a de facto printing press generating Byzantine 

reports to stakeholders in the dozen projects she oversees. The risk-averse corporate manager 

whose only known purpose is to flit from meeting to meeting, raising objections and deferring 

decisions. The UI guru whose time is matrixed among seven projects, totaling 90 person-hours per 

week. These are the unwitting victims of program management gone awry. 

 

It‟s commonly thought that Agile software development doesn‟t scale well to large organizations. 

Increasingly, large Agile teams completing programs of work – multiple projects that are either 

interrelated or aiming for the same business milestone – are unfounding this fear. But Agile program 

management does require a new mindset, according to Chad Wathington, San Francisco-based 

vice president of product development at ThoughtWorks: “The antithesis of Agile program 

management is to take everything you were doing before in your PMO – take your project 

management body of knowledge – and then just have your Agile teams underneath all running in 

parallel.” 

 

The trouble with such an approach is that the first tenet of Agile, valuing individuals and interactions 

over processes and tools, tends to break down as the number of teams funneling into the PMO goes 

up. It‟s at this point of chaos that program managers find themselves unable to translate the benefits 

of agility to their executives – who could care less about development techniques. They listen, 

however, “when you start talking about how to make products more dynamic, or about incremental 

entry into the market in addition to great customer feedback, or about accommodating change 

quickly,” explains David Leigh-Fellows, principal consultant at ThoughtWorks. 

 

Ultimately, whether you‟re in the war room or the boardroom, the promise of Agile is unprecedented 

visibility into change and the constant creation of quality products. But at the level of multiple 

projects all delivering to the same milestone, new questions around dependencies, capacity, 

staffing, scope, risk, governance and business value come to the fore.  

 

With experience managing programs of work at Fortune 500 companies as well as massively 

distributed Agile projects such as thetrainline.com‟s launch of a new portal created by a 200-person 

team, ThoughtWorkers have accumulated a wealth of insights into the next wave of Agile: program 

management. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Four Pillars of Agile Program Management 
 

ThoughtWorks emphasizes four things to strive for in running a program of work:  transparency, 

consistency around reporting metrics, minimizing fine-grained dependencies and clearly defining 

roles and responsibilities. 

 

1. Transparency.  

“In Agile, individual teams have lot of control over how they run things, but the challenge is trying to 

synch initiative across multiple teams,” notes Adam Monago, ThoughtWorks‟ vice president of client 

services. “Scrum of Scrums, or S2, will tell you that just having the leads of different teams talking 

can overcome communication barriers. That‟s one tool, but it‟s certainly not enough to run a 

program.” 

  

To illustrate, Monago describes one of the biggest projects he‟s seen at a medical device company. 

As laudable as their attempt to manage 20 to 30 Scrum work streams simultaneously using the S2 

model, they were sunk by the overhead: “They spent all their time in meetings, drowning in detail. 

There wasn‟t a good summary level, and they didn‟t spend enough time at the program inception to 

determine the critical chain rather than arbitrarily split up teams.” 

 

The concept of transparency is also key to what many consider a subset of program management: 

IT governance. The PMO should ensure business-case compliance among all work streams. All too 

often, however, team members may have never seen the business case. “It needs to be actionable 

and real to the members of the team, unambiguous, and written in terms of the business problem 

being solved,” advises Ross Pettit, client principal at ThoughtWorks‟ Chicago headquarters. 

Frequently forgotten business case elements include objective analysis of the downside: risks and 

uncertainties such as external market changes or internal scope changes. 

 

When team members lack visibility into the why of their work, the feeling of “just some assignment” 

increases the chances of miscommunication. Ultimately, whether it‟s “speaking truth to power” or 

having visible traffic-light metaphors for project health, experts agree that the PMO must be a 

communications hub, not hindrance. 

 

2. Consistency in Rolling Up Data.  

The constant flow of data and deliverables is another Agile tenet that dovetails well into the people-

first principle, because it promises objective insight into progress. But there are dangers here, too, 

for Agile program managers.  

 

In the waterfall software development model, a project manager may enlist an architect or other 

leader to do an estimation of work. Agile teams do estimation as a group in the “planning game,” 

calling features that can be completed in one sprint, or iteration, stories.  The measures that teams 

use to estimate story difficulty – be they small, medium and large or points on a Fibonacci scale – 

may not be consistent company-wide. Even if the scale is the same, comparing estimates across 

teams is error prone. Thus, rolling up data can be misleading if it hasn‟t been normalized. 

 

 “You should strive for data consistency where appropriate, but don‟t pretend that it‟s all necessarily 

equal: A point is not a point is not a point. You see people trying to burn down budgets based on 

points, but it‟s not like a point is $500,” says Wathington 

       



 
 

 

But you do need to convert points into a common factor – and usually that factor is time. “You need 

to come up with a way summarize the pace of each team without getting into minutiae of how they‟re 

running individually,” notes Monago. While the classic burn-down chart may be a good visualization 

for a single team, burn-up charts are more popular at ThoughtWorks because they can articulate 

changes in scope. 

 

     

      Figure 1: Burn-down Chart                    Figure 2: Burn-up Chart 

 

Another key graphic is the “Story Tree,” pioneered by ThoughtWorks in its Mingle project and 

program management tool. “It‟s common to see a story explosion where you haven‟t done enough 

exploration early on, and you‟re finding something out later than you thought and it‟s adding scope 

to the plan,” says Monago. The story tree will show if one branch has sprouted a plethora of new 

nodes, indicating potential scope overgrowth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3: Story Trees    



 
 

 

3. Minimize fine-grained dependencies.  

From program inception, plan work and staff teams with dependencies in mind, particularly in terms 

of large architecture areas. In addition, “you want big-chunk dependencies,” Wathington advises. "In 

waterfall, sequence is a consequence of the methodology, so fine grained dependencies can 

hypothetically work, i.e., do this small thing, then this one, then this one. However, in a large Agile 

program you can wind up with messy scheduling conflicts because guaranteeing sequence is hard." 

 

When a developer makes an implicit prioritization decision, it‟s not always clear what the effect will 

be on the program of work when following the old-school, spreadsheet model of management. 

That‟s why it‟s key to “look at the critical chain of a project and learn how to identify cross-team 

functional dependencies,” advises Monago. Then, build in buffers so that no team goes completely 

off track – one of the perils of too many teams working in parallel. 

 

Programs by definition allow distribution, but that means organizations must introduce new levels of 

coordination – people who can coordinate people as a full-time job. 

 

“A lot of the organic stuff doesn‟t fly on its own, especially if you‟re allowing individual Agile teams 

the freedom to work with their own methods,” says Monago. “The more independent the teams can 

be in their work stream, the more you have to invest in people who have to resolve that in the PMO.” 

A little upfront investment in reporting guidelines can also prevent collisions down the line. 

 

Leigh-Fellows reiterates that one of the roles of the PMO is to maximize the potential value of the 

business case, say, by timing market entry. The last thing you want to hear is that your project 

streams won‟t be completed as planned because of unforeseen dependencies: “If you try to map 

them at the wrong level, you can never hook them up.” 

  

 

4. Avoid matrix staffing.  

“This is a controversial one, but you see it in both portfolios and programs of work,” says 

Wathington: “Developer John Doe is 30% on this project, 20% on this project, and 50% on this other 

one. Dividing people assumes that they can split across tasks and have context on all of them. This 

ultimately tends to become something like 40%, 30%, 50% – well over 100%. Real people can‟t 

divide their time that way.  „Actuals‟ that show the contrary are typically biased by the allocation.”  

 

Scrum adherents hold that people can be measured in hours, but Wathington argues that team 

velocity is a better measure. Thus, any cross-project responsibilities – say, four teams handling 10 

streams of work – should be kept at the team, not individual, level. 

 

The problem is more difficult to avoid when it comes to specialty roles such as a database analyst or 

tester. Here, Wathington recommends trying to figure out at a high level how much work they can 

accomplish. The PM will have to look back and ask, “How much work did Joan do last time?” 

Remember, however, that while you can make matrix staffing assumptions, in an Agile world where 

teams are reprioritizing, “it will be near impossible for them to be true.” 

 

The staffing issue circles back to the first point about transparency. One of the governance 

questions PMOs should ask is, “Do we have the right people?” recommends Pettit. “IT is a people 

business. Is your team aligned around the mission of the project? Do we have the right people in the 

right roles? Are people reporting effort rather than results?” Finally, Pettit notes that managers tend 

to play the hand they‟ve been dealt, instead of asking for new team members if they see a problem 

or a potential for improvement. 

 



 
 

 

 
A Case in Point 

Whether dealing internally with the program of work around their application lifecycle management 

tool suite or externally with consulting clients, ThoughtWorks continues to innovate in large-scale 

Agile processes. Leigh-Fellows tells a story about a client with a $20 million budget for launching 

various projects. The question was, how could they constrain the problem set so that the exercise 

would be profitable? 

 

“They came up with this: No project in the program could be more than three months long. You 

could reapply for more funding at the end of three months, but you had to have built a new variation 

on the business case. This mentality forced people to think, „How do we get into the market? This is 

what we‟ve built and tested, we think it will give us this revenue, and we‟re ready to launch.‟ It 

worked beautifully,” recalls Leigh-Fellows. It also remedied the bad habit of finishing projects and 

then forgetting to go back and assess their value. 

 

Last Words 

A student of economics, Wathington has spent time studying decision-making processes, be they 

peer-influenced or by heuristics: “When someone realizes, „I‟ve got this sprawling thing that I‟ve got 

to manage,‟ sometimes they take information shortcuts – often not the right ones.” The good news is 

that Agile practices provide a wealth of insight into project health, as well as a proven way to evolve 

product discovery and delivery. Even as ThoughtWorkers are finding ways to distribute and scale 

Agile processes around the globe, they don‟t lose sight of the fundamentals. 

 

“They say companies are reflections of their leaders – well, our COO, Dave Whalley, is a battle-

hardened program manager. He doesn‟t like PMs who won‟t make decisions,” says Wathington. “But 

more importantly, a good program manager is sitting in with the teams every day. They‟re talking 

and working with people more than they are in the tool trying to crunch data. Otherwise, they don‟t 

know what‟s really going on.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

About ThoughtWorks Studios 

ThoughtWorks Studios is a global leader in Agile software development tools, and its products can 

be found in development organizations seeking sustainable Agile adoption. The company‟s Adaptive 

Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) solution provides a platform for managing all aspects of 

software development, from requirements definition and project management to test automation, 

quality assurance, and release management.  Adaptive ALM consists of the integration of three 

products:  Mingle (project management), Twist (test automation) and Cruise (release management). 

Each tool is available as part of a complete lifecycle solution or as a stand-alone product. Backed by 

more than 16 years of experience in Agile delivery, ThoughtWorks Studios is the product division of 

the ThoughtWorks, Inc., the pioneering leader in Agile development. ThoughtWorks Studios has 200 

customers in more than 20 countries, including 3M, Honeywell, BBC, eBay, Barclays, Vodafone, 

McGraw-Hill and Rackspace. The company headquarters is co-located in San Francisco and 

Bangalore, with offices in London and select cities in Europe, Asia and Australia. For more 

information, visit www.thoughtworks-studios.com 

 

 

 

 
 

Mingle, an Agile management and collaboration tool, 

provides a common workspace for all team members 

and an automated system of record for all projects. 

Mingle can adapt any existing workflow process and 

easily manages daily development activities. Offering 

true-to-life visibility into the entire development 

process for all stakeholders, Mingle helps 

development teams become more open and 

collaborative. 

Twist, an automated testing solution, provides English-

like constructs, making the testing process more 

productive for all team members. As applications grow 

in complexity, Twist helps to more easily maintain 

complex test suites. These suites keep pace with 

application development and are held as long-living 

assets.   

Cruise provides both continuous integration and 

release management and can drive development and 

IT operations to collectively plan continuous product 

releases. Cruise offers deployment pipelines and a 

zero-configuration build grid, which simplify the release 

management process. Unlike open-source tools, 

Cruise scales to meet the needs of a complex 

development project with numerous dependencies. 

 

 

 


